
Key:

     = first cut | * = use back of paper | P = Project
                   = cut line
                   = fold line
cut diagonal = angle in trimmer
      = suggested Thin Cuts arrangement
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Workshop

Boo Crew | 3 layouts, 6 treat containers
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Materials Needed:
 
CC8218 Boo Crew Workshop Kit
Z6510 Nectarine Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Z3271 Archival Black Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad or 

Z2805 Black Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
Y1000 1" × 1" My Acrylix® Block
Y1002 1" × 3½" My Acrylix® Block
Y1003 2" × 2" My Acrylix® Block
Y1006 3" × 3" My Acrylix® Block
Y1009 2" × 3½" My Acrylix® Block

Getting Started:

• Gather all materials needed.
• Trim all zip strips and set aside. The zip strip is the ½" accent paper along the top of each sheet of patterned paper.
• Check the cut orientation below each cutting guide image. This will show you how to cut the paper, keeping the patterns on your 

project pieces facing the right direction.
• Light grey pieces on your cutting guide are scrapbooking project pieces. Dark grey pieces are treat container project pieces. White 

pieces are leftover paper.
• As you cut your paper, label and sort the pieces as indicated in the cutting guide, creating a stack for each project. 
• If there is a fold line present in a cutting diagram, cut the paper first before folding it. In order to die-cut two shapes at once, place the 

die on top of the folded paper or stack two paper pieces before running the paper through your die-cutting machine. Paper pieces that 
can be stacked for die-cutting will be labeled, “stack.”

3 × 3 3 × 4 (P) 4 × 4 4 × 6 (L) 5 × 7 (L)

Project 1 - 3 - 2 -

Project 2 - 1 2 1 -

Project 3 3 2 - - 1

(P) = portrait    (L) = landscapeGather photos (15 total)

Z1151 3-D Foam Tape
Z5024 Adhesive Tape
Die-cutting & Embossing Machine 
Paper Trimmer
Scissors
Adhesive
Fine Grit Sandpaper
Bone Folder or Embossing Stylus
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Cutting Diagrams:

3A
9½ × 11½

3L
1½
×

11½

1G
3¾ × 11

1C
4 × 8¾

6A
4 × 6

5A*

4 × 6

front *back

cut orientation

zip strips

3E: 8 × ½ P3: 1 × ½ (cut 4)

3N: 11½ × ½

3B: 11½ × ½

3M: 11½ × ½

3C: 11½ × ½

3O: 11½ × ½

front *back

cut orientation
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1F
3¾ × 112F

4 × 12

4A
4 × 6

P2*

(hand trim
desired words)

1E  3¾ × ½
2M  3 × ½

2G
7 × 10

2C
1
×

10
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1H
3¾ × 111A

4 × 12

8A
4 × 6

9A*

4 × 6

2A
10 × 103D

1
×

11½

front *back

cut orientation

 light *dark

Wild Berry cardstock

front *back

cut orientation

front *back

cut orientation
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3H
3¼ × 3¼

3Q
3¼ × 3¼2E

6¼ × 4¼

7A
6 × 4

2B
5 × 12

2H
4¼ × 4¼

2J
4¼ × 4¼

2I
4¼ × 3¼

2L  3 × ¼
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dark *light

Ballerina cardstock

3K
7¾ × 11½

3I
3¼ × 3¼

3F
3¼ × 4

3G
3¼ × 5¼

½ ½

1J
4¼ × 3¼

1K
4¼ × 3¼

1B
8¾ × 8¾

3J
3¼ × 5¼

¾¾

½
¾

½
¾

Black cardstock

 light *dark

Wild Berry cardstock

 light *dark

Nectarine cardstock
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2K
3 × 4¼

1D
8½ × 6¼

1I
3¼ × 4¼

P2

P1

P4

P1

2¼ × 10

P2

P2

P6

P2

P2 P5

Journaling 1
¼ × 12
(cut 2)

Journaling 3
¼ × 12
(cut 3)

2D
7¼ × 5¼

3P
7¼ × 5¼
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White Daisy cardstock

Tip: See the Getting Started section on page one for 
additional information on how to cut two die-cuts at once.

Black cardstock
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Project 1: Left Page 
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1. Use light Ballerina cardstock for base page
2. Dovetail and attach 1A
3. Attach 1B
4. Attach 1C
5. Attach 1D with 3-D foam tape
6. Attach 1E 
7. Attach photos
8. Stamp stars and bat on base page with Black ink, as shown 
9. Add journaling to journaling strips, trim as desired,  

and attach 
10. Embellish with stickers and sequins 

Tip: Attach a few stickers with 3-D foam tape for  
added dimension.

Assemble:1A

1C

1D1E

1B

2

1½

1½

¾

⅜

1

Prepare (for both pages):

• Stamp pumpkins on White Daisy cardstock die-cuts with Black 
and Nectarine inks
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Project 1: Right Page 
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1. Use light Ballerina cardstock for base page
2. Dovetail and attach 1F and 1G
3. Dovetail and attach 1H, centered between 1F and 1G
4. Attach 1I, 1J, and 1K
5. Attach photos
6. Stamp stars on base page and 1G with Black ink, as shown
7. Attach prepared pumpkin accents, as shown
8. Stamp “TOO Cute TO Spook” on 1G with Black ink, as shown
9. Embellish with stickers and sequins 

Tip: Attach a few stickers with 3-D foam tape for  
added dimension. 

Assemble:1H

1I 1J 1K

1G1F

½

1½

¼ ¼

⅝ ⅝
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Project 2: Left Page
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1. Use star paper for base page
2. Attach prepared 2A
3. Attach 2B and 2C
4. Trim two 5" strips from one striped border sticker and attach 

to 2B, as shown
5. Attach 2D
6. Stamp “sPOOKY sEASON” and “have a hauntingly HAPPY 

HALLOWEEN” on 2B with Black ink, as shown
7. Attach “B-O-O-!” stickers, as shown
8. Attach 2E with 3-D foam tape
9. Attach photo

10. Embellish with word accents
11. Embellish with stickers and sequins 

Tip: Attach a few stickers with 3-D foam tape for  
added dimension. 

12. Attach prepared hat and drink accents, as shown 
Tip: Attach the hat accent with 3-D foam tape.

Assemble:

2A

2B2C

2D
2E

1½1

1

2¼

½

Prepare (for both pages):

• Emboss outline pattern on 2A and light Wild Berry base page 
with bone folder or embossing tool and paper trimmer 
Tip: Begin by lining up the cardstock at the ½" mark of the trimmer, 
dark side up, and create a line. 
Technique: Place the cardstock in the trimmer the same way you 
would if you were cutting it. Firmly hold the cardstock in place 
with the trimmer rail. Next, instead of running the blade to make a 
cut, drag the pointed end of the bone folder, or the large end of the 
embossing tool, down the trimmer's groove, creating a score line.

• Distress raised embossed lines on 2A and light Wild Berry base 
page with fine grit sandpaper

• Stamp White Daisy cardstock ghost die-cut with Black ink
• Stamp bow tie on White Daisy cardstock ghost die-cut with 

Nectarine ink
• Stamp White Daisy cardstock drink, top hat, witch’s hat, and 

broom die-cuts with Black ink
• Hand trim desired words from P2 pattern paper
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Project 2: Right Page
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1. Use prepared light Wild Berry cardstock for base page
2. Attach 2F and 2G
3. Attah 2H, 2I, and 2J with 3-D foam tape 

Tip: Do not use adhesive along the right edge of 2I so another 
piece can be tucked behind it in a later step.

4. Trim one striped border sticker to 3" and attach to 2K,  
as shown

5. Attach 2L to 2K, below border sticker, as shown
6. Attach 2K with 3-D foam tape  

Tip: Do not use adhesive along the right edge so another piece 
can be tucked behind it in a later step.

7. Attach 2M 
Tip: Tuck slightly behind 2K.

8. Attach photos 
9. Attach prepared ghost, witch’s hat, and broom die-cuts with 

3-D foam tape, as shown 
Tip: Tuck prepared ghost accent slightly behind 2I.

10. Embellish with word accent, stickers, and sequins 
Tip: Attach a few stickers with 3-D foam tape for  
added dimension. 

11. Add journaling

Assemble:2F

2J

2K

2M
2L

2G
2H 2I

¾

1

¼

¼

1½
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Project 3: Right Page

1. Use light Nectarine cardstock for base page
2. Attach 3A, 3B, 3C, and 3D
3. Trim one striped border sticker to 8½", trim one end on a 

diagonal, and attach, as shown 
Tip: Reserve the remaining portion of the sticker for the  
right page.

4. Attach 3E  
5. Attach 3F
6. Attach 3G, 3H, 3I, and 3J
7. Attach photos
8. Attach prepared striped zip strip accents to 3G and 3J,  

as shown
9. Embellish with stickers and sequins 

Tip: Attach a few stickers with thin 3-D foam tape for  
added dimension.

Assemble:

©2021 CTMH CO. UC

3A3C

3D

3E

3G
3H

3I

3J

3F

3B

½

½

½

⅝

1¼ 1⅝

1

¼
1½

Prepare (for both pages):

• Emboss stripe pattern on 3D and 3K with bone folder or 
embossing tool and paper trimmer 
Tip: Begin by lining up the cardstock at the ½" mark of the trimmer, 
dark side up, and create a line. Continue the pattern, with each line 
½" apart. 
Technique: Place the cardstock in the trimmer the same way you 
would if you were cutting it. Firmly hold the cardstock in place 
with the trimmer rail. Next, instead of running the blade to make a 
cut, drag the pointed end of the bone folder, or the large end of the 
embossing tool, down the trimmer's groove, creating a score line.

• Distress raised embossed lines on 3D and 3K with fine grit 
sandpaper

• Trim one end of 3E and the four striped zip strip accents on a 
diagonal, as shown
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Project 3: Right Page
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1. Attach 3K, 3L, and 3M
2. Trim bat border sticker to 11½" and attach, as shown
3. Attach 3N, as shown
4. Trim thin stripe border sticker to 11½" and attach, as shown 

Tip: This sticker is found between the two wider striped border 
stickers we've been using.

5. Attach 3O, as shown
6. Attach photos to 3P and 3Q
7. Attach 3P and 3Q with 3-D foam tape
8. Embellish with stickers and sequins 

Tips: Trim remaining striped border sticker to 2" and attach over 
3Q and photo, as shown. Attach a few stickers with 3-D foam 
tape for added dimension.

9. Add journaling to journaling strips, trim as desired,  
and attach

Assemble:
3M 3O3N3K 3L

3P

3Q

2½

1½

1

1⅞

¼

¼

5⅝
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Projects 4–9
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Prepare:
• Stamp ghost, pumpkin, and bat on White Daisy cardstock  

die-cuts with Black and Nectarine inks, as shown
• Stamp stars on 7A with Black and Nectarine inks, as shown

Projects 4-9

Pictured left to right: Projects 4-6 Pictured left to right: Projects 7-9
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1. Place adhesive tape along one short edge and both long 
edges of the backs of 4A, 5A, 6A, 7A, 8A, and 9A 

2. Remove adhesive backing from all adhesive tape
3. Firmly attach short sides to create a cylinder, as shown
4. Pinch one end of the cylinder closed to form a pouch,  

as shown
5. Add treats to pouch
6. Pinch open end closed, in the opposite direction of the 

previous end, as shown 
7. Attach die-cut or sticker accents to projects 4, 5, 6, and 7 

with 3-D foam tape, as shown

Assemble:

step 1

step 2 step 3

step 4 step 5

step 6


